Interspinous Process Implants Causes Wear of the Spinous Processes in Patients Treated for Spinal Stenosis—An Experimental Biomechanical Study with Comparison to Clinical Cases
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Abstract

There are few biomechanical studies on Interspinous Process Implants (IPD); however none investigate the amount of wear on spinous processes. Therefore the objective of the present study was to investigate the effect of repetitive loading of the IPD Aperius on the spinous processes in a biomechanical porcine model. For comparison, three patients treated surgically with the same device have been followed for one to two years clinically and with image analyses (X-rays, MRI, CT-scans). Four lumbar spines from 6 months old porcine were divided into seven segments, which received IPD. The segments were exposed to 20,000 cyclical loads. Afterwards the deformation (wear) of the segments was registered. The wear of the spinous processes was measured in mm on a following CT-scan. Additionally, the wear of the ex-vivo was compared to that of the spinous processes investigated by CT-scans or X-ray in three patients treated surgically with the same interspinous implant. The mean maximal deformation of porcine specimens was 1.79 mm (SD 0.25) with the largest deformation occurring in the first quarter of the loading (<5000 cycles). The mean wear of the spinous processes after loading was 6.57 mm. A similar level of wear (mean 12.7 mm) of the spinous processes was detected in the patients. The Aperius IPD creates significant wear on the spinous processes in an experimental biomechanical study. Similar wear of the spinous pro-
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cesses is also present in patients treated with the same device post-operatively. How these findings influence the short and long term result of this implant device remains to be investigated in further biomechanical as well as clinical studies. For future development of this type of devices a proper selection of materials and design is essential to minimize wear effects on the spinous processes and thereby increases the possibilities for the devices to function as suggested.
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1. Introduction
In recent years the use of Interspinous Process Devices (IPD) has increased and become a popular choice of treatment for spinal degenerative diseases especially central lumbar spinal canal stenosis [1] [2]. These implants have been suggested as an alternative to open decompression, with or without fusion. The theory of the IPD technique is to prevent collapse of the central spinal canal area and vertebral foramen at the symptomatic level. They limit extension, but still allow lateral bending and axial rotation of the treated segment and thereby are believed to have less impact on the adjacent segments when compared to fused segments [3]-[9].

A biomechanical study on different IPDs (X-Stop, Wallis, Diam and CoFlex) showed that some IPDs did not alter the range of motion (ROM), except in extension, whereas all IPDs prevented hyperextension [10]. Wilke et al. [10] also demonstrated that the intradiscal pressure decreased in extension after IPD implantation. In a biomechanical study on lumbar spines from human cadavers operated with IPD a significant reduction in ROM during flexion and extension was shown, but also showed a significant increase in ROM for the lumbar spine during lateral bending and rotation [11] [12]. Although Aperius PercLID was not included in this study it is reasonable to believe that Aperius has similar effects on the vertebral motion segment where it is inserted. The IPD is therefore, allowing and preserving at least part of the original motion in the index segment.

In other situations where motion preserving or loaded implants have been used it is well known that the durability is limited, *i.e.* prosthesis of hip, knee, ankle, elbow as well as disc and dental implants [13]-[16]. The effect of repetitive loading of the IPDs on the spinous processes has to our knowledge not been addressed previously. Some studies are describing wear of the spinous processes as a complication [11] [12] [17] [18], but none have presented biomechanical findings or numerical analysis in patients treated with IPD.

The main purpose of this study was to investigate the Aperius implant effect on the load-bearing bone of the spinous processes on the inserted level in a biomechanical porcine model. For comparison, three patients treated surgically with the same device have been followed for one to two years clinically and with image analyses (X-rays, MRI and CT-scans).

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Materials
Four 6-month-old male domestic pigs weighing 65 - 70 kg were sacrificed after sedation with Ketamine (Ketalar®) 15 - 20 mg/kg i.m. and anaesthetized with Methomidate chloride 3 - 5 mg/kg (Hypnodil®) and Azaperon 0.1 mg/kg (Stresnil®). The lumbar spines were harvested post mortem. The muscles and adipose tissues were removed while the bone, the discs and the ligaments were carefully preserved. The lumbar spines were divided into functional spinal units (FSUs). Seven FSUs, two Th12-L1, one L1-L2 and three L4-L5 levels, were used in the present study. For comparison a control case without implantation of Aperius is also presented. The specimens were frozen at −20 °Celsius until the time of testing, thawed for 12 hours before preparation and stored at +8 °C in a refrigerator for one to three days between the time of preparation, biomechanical testing and radiological examinations.

The soft tissue was removed from the top and bottom endplates of each specimen to facilitate mounting of the FSUs, which was done with polyester putty (Loctite Sweden AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) in testing cups. The segments were carefully mounted with the aim to achieve parallel endplate surfaces. This experimental set-up has previously been reported [19] [20].
2.2. Surgical Procedure of the Implants

The distance between the spinous processes in a porcine spine from an animal with a weight of 60 kg is slightly larger than in human adult spine, and clearly larger when compared to a degenerated human FSU. The available maximum size of the implants did not cause segmental distraction in an intact porcine spine. The facet joints were removed in order to prevent them restricting the loading of the spinal processes during cyclical loading. For the 7 segments, where the metal implant Aperius were used the optimal distraction of the FSU was performed by the standard trocar and dilators of different sizes (8, 10, 12 and 14 mm) according to the surgical method described by the manufacturer. The corresponding implant size was then chosen and inserted between the spinous process and the wings were deployed on both sides. The inserter was finally detached therefore preserving the interspinous ligament.

2.3. Mechanical Test Procedure

The specimens were mounted between the crossheads of a testing machine (MTS Test Star, Minneapolis, MN), which was adjusted in 3 degrees of extension to achieve maximum axial load on the implant. The segments were cyclically loaded 20,000 times in pure axial compression with three cycles per seconds. The applied load was 1000 N in sinusoidal form 0 - 1000 N. This experimental setup has previously been reported [19] [20]. Force and deformation were continuously recorded throughout the loading session. Deformation was defined as change in distance between the crossheads.

2.4. CT-Scan Examinations

The extent of wear of the spinous processes induced by the implants was determined from a CT-scan. CT-scan was chosen as investigation modality to correspond to the clinical situation and it is also the best method for detecting injuries and wear of the bone. The implants were removed from the segments before CT examination to minimize artefacts caused by the metal implants. This was done by excision of the interspinous ligaments to prevent further damage to the bony tissue. CT examinations were performed with a multi-detector CT machine (GE Lightspeed/GE Healthcare) using a slice thickness of 0.625 mm, speed of 9.37 mm/rotation and a pitch of 0.938:1 at 140 kV and 570 mA. Transverse and sagittal CT reconstructions were used for analysis.

The wear of the interspinous processes was measured in mm on CT-scans. The most central image from the CT examination for every subject was printed. A line was then drawn from the calculated normal contour of the spinous process to the other side of the wear cavity created by the implant. The wear was defined as the distance from this line to the deepest part of the cavity in the spinous process (Figure 1). Wear of both the spinous processes (the cranial and the caudal) in each segments were measured and the total is presented.

Figure 1. A drawing showing how the measurements of the wear of the spinous processes were performed. The dotted lines represent the line that was drawn from the normal contour of the spinous process to the other side of the wear cavity created by the implant. The full line represents the measurement of wear, defined as the distance from the dotted line to the deepest part of the cavity in the spinous process.
2.5. Patients

To relate the biomechanical findings with clinical situations, three consecutive spinal stenosis patients with moderate or severe neurogenic intermittent claudication (NIC) undergoing surgery with Aperius implantation were used. The patients were examined with MRI to confirm diagnosis preoperatively. All three patients were operated with the Aperius implants on the affected level in LA with Ropivacain under slight sedation as a day care procedure. Postoperatively CT-scans were performed between 11 to 18 months after surgery and the wear of the spinous processes were calculated with the method described above for the ex-vivo model.

2.6. Ethical Approval

Approval for the use of animals in this study was granted by the Local Animal Research Ethics Committee and for the clinical cases of the Regional Ethical Review Board in Gothenburg at Sahlgrenska Academy Gothenburg, Sweden.

3. Results

3.1. Experimental Biochemical Tests

The mean maximum relative deformation in the seven studied porcine segments was 1.79 mm (SD 0.25). The deformation curves showed a similar pattern in all cases (Figure 2 and Figure 3). The largest deformation occurred in the early phase of the loading procedure, up to 5000 cycles. Thereafter slow continuously increasing deformation was seen.

Wear of the spinous processes is present on the CT examination after biomechanical loading in all seven cases and the control case (Figure 4). The amount of wear varied between 4 to 8 mm (Figure 5). The mean wear of the porcine spinous process on CT examinations was 6.57 mm (1.62 SD).

Figure 2. The deformation curve from one of the specimens (a similar pattern was seen in all cases). The largest deformation of the specimen occurred in the beginning of the cyclic load, up to approximately 5000 cycles.

Figure 3. Deformation in mm after 20,000 cycles of loading. Mean value 1.79 mm and 95% confidence Interval for the mean 1.58 - 1.96 mm.
3.2. Clinical Cases

3.2.1. Patient 1
Case 1 was a 69-year-old woman with severe NIC due to lateral lumbar spinal stenosis at the L4-L5 level on MRI. Symptoms have been apparent for more than 10 years. Moreover, during the past two years symptoms have increased and at present she can only walk a total distance of 100 m. She was operated with Aperius on the affected level in LA with Ropivacain under slight sedation as a day care procedure. One year after the surgery the patient had a slight decrease of sensation in her right foot but no other pseudoclaudication disturbances. Radicular pain in her right leg had improved as had her total walking distance. Moreover, she reported not having to use painkillers.

3.2.2. Patient 2
Case 2 was a 71-year-old man with severe NIC for 5 years due to spinal stenosis at the L3-L4 level. The radicular leg pain had increased and he reported a walking distance between 50 - 100 m. He was treated with Aperius in LA with Ropivacain. His NIC symptoms in the legs recovered for two years. MRI examination showed a spinal canal diameter of 70 mm². He reported left-sided low back pain after the procedure. Moreover, two years later, he had an episode of NIC symptoms which lasted for two months. Thereafter, the symptoms, including back pain, recovered except for some numbness in his feet.

3.2.3. Patient 3
Case 3 was a 41-year-old man with NIC and slight low back pain that was treated with Aperius on the index level. He had severe radicular pain in his legs that was shown to completely recover postoperatively. Although the NIC symptoms were shown to improve, in spite of this he still reported some left-sided low back pain. After approximately 1.5 years the LBP started to increase along with some numbness in his legs. Due to the fact that
the LBP symptoms did not recovered conservatively with painkillers and physiotherapy, the patient is now candidate for Transforminal Lateral Interbody Fusion (TLIF).

Summary of the patient’s results relating to symptom duration, type of pain, age, operated index level, postoperative symptom relief and amount of wear of the spinous processes are presented in the Table 1 below.

The patients reported a symptomatic duration between 2 to 10 years with significant spinal stenosis at the treated levels on MRI. One year postoperatively one patient had a recurrence of symptoms whilst the other two recovered from their preoperative NIC symptoms.

The wear of the spinous processes from eleven month to one year postoperative on CT-scans varied between 10 to 14.1 mm (Figure 6).

4. Discussion

In summery the present study demonstrated wear of the interspinous process by Aperius in an ex-vivo model with a mean of 6.57 mm. Similar findings, with the mean wear of 11.7 mm, were seen in three patients indicating that these findings are of clinical significance.

The principle of the interspinous implants is to increase the sagittal space between the spinous processes, thereby decreasing the load upon the facet joints and elongation of the ligamentum flavum resulting in increased intraspinal space and enlargement of the foraminal canal area, decreasing the compression on the neural structures [21].

Table 1. Patient demography, history of NIC, treated level, changes of symptoms postoperatively, duration of symptom relief, recurrence of symptoms and amount of wear of the spinous processes in three patients with lumbar spinal stenosis treated with the Aperius implant. Postop = postoperatively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient 1</th>
<th>Patient 2</th>
<th>Patient 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (Years)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration and type of symptoms</td>
<td>10 years NIC, walking distance &lt; 100 m</td>
<td>5 years NIC, walking distance 50 - 100 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treated level</td>
<td>L4-L5</td>
<td>L3-L4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postoperative change in symptoms</td>
<td>1) Improvement in leg/back pain and increasing waking distance lasting for at least 1 year</td>
<td>1) Improvement in NIC symptoms for 2 years 2) Two months period of NIC symptoms 3) Most NIC symptoms decreased, remaining feet numbness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wear of spinous processes</td>
<td>14.1 mm (12 month postop)</td>
<td>10.0 mm (11 month postop)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Seventy-one year’s old man treated with Aperius and examined with CT 6 and 11 months postoperatively. The wear is clearly seen on the spinal processes both above and below the Aperius implant.
The impact of an interspinous implant upon the load transfer in a FSU have previously been studied and pressure recordings in the disc and facet joints revealed that the load distribution in the FSU with implants shifted towards a situation where the spinous processes have a more active part in the load transfer. This is in comparison with a normal FSU where the facet joints and the intervertebral disc accounts for the majority of the load transfer [22]. By the insertion of an interspinous implant an extra load supportive structure is introduced in the FSU in addition to the three structures that normally accounts for the load support, the intervertebral disc and the two facet joints. The metal to bone contact surface that is inherently created by the spinal implant device is likely to be susceptible to wear. The loading model in this study is highly simplified when compared to a six degree of freedom loading situation that occurs in living life. However, the main goal with the in-vitro testing was to investigate the wear properties in the implant-bone structure interface. Using a pure axial compression loading model ensured that the spinous processes was provoked by the implant during each loading cycle. The study design emphasises the immediate post-operative time and uses a load range that is within the physiological boundaries.

20,000 loading cycles were chosen based on the knowledge that this is approximately the number of steps walked in one week in the modern sedentary lifestyle [20] [23]. The number of cycles was performed under a relatively short time-interval, which possibly could contribute to the volume of the wear seen. On the other hand the average implant, and adjacent bone, in weight bearing combined with cyclic loading and movement over a longer time-period more than 20,000 cycles may be expected.

The notable discrepancy between the wear values in mm obtained from the CT-images and the deformation values derived from the MTS testing machine is probably multifactorial. The resolution of the CT influences the interpretation of the images and the measurement of error is in this study is approximately 1 mm. The requirements to achieve optimal CT-images were possibly not met since it was an ex-vivo testing situation and an isolated segment was CT examined. The specimens were stripped of muscles and other soft tissue structures which might have impaired the quality of the CT images. The deformation values from the MTS represent the movement of the actual piston during loading. If the vertebrae and fixation cups were considered to be solid, the true deformation would be attributed to the intervertebral structure. However since we selected to adjust the set-up to a 3 degrees extension angle, a non-uniform loading might have been imposed on the specimen, thereby provoking some kind of sagittal rotation secondary to the axial compression. A possible effect of this loading could have been a slight movement between the vertebrae and fixation cups. No such movement was however noted during the actual loading event.

A limitation of using biomechanical porcine study models is that the remodelling response in the bony structure during constant loading, such as in an in-vivo situation, is not included. However, this phenomenon is of limited importance compared to the wear and/or fatigue that occurs in the structure due to repetitive loading with movements. The propagation of the wear is likely to regulate at which rate and magnitude the facet joints regain their load sharing properties.

The porcine spine segments do not represent the human spine in all aspects, but can be considered a fair model to achieve an idea on how a IPD and the adjacent tissue react [24]. The facet joints were destroyed in the index segments in order to decrease the distance between the spinous processes and to adopt pressure on the implants. Wiseman et al. [25] showed that inserting an IPD relieved pressure from the facet joints suggesting that the preoperative weight bearing of the facet joints are transferred to the inserted IPD. Based on these findings, we do not believe that the procedure of facet ectomy in this model influenced the results.

The clinical importance of the observed wear of the spinous processes after the Aperius procedure is unknown. Most probably the Aperius, as well as other solid metal implants, continues to function as extension inhibitors, even though it most probably loses its potential over time, to keep the segment flexed. It may be possible that the IPDs have a temporary effect until the maximum wear has occurred. At the stage where the distance between the spinous processes has returned to the preoperative distance the indirect decompression effect, created by initial distraction, is lost.

Wear of spinous processes after IPDs has previously been described as a complication in few studies [11] [12] [17] [18]. In the present study the findings of the clinical cases were similar to the findings seen in the biomechanical testing, indicating that wear of the spinous processes is possibly an ongoing process, of varying degree, in all implanted segments. The higher figure for the wear of the spinous processes measured in the patients, compared to what was seen in the cadavers, is most probably explained by the longer duration of loading in the patients, but may also be caused by a difference in bone quality.

In the three patients investigated with imaging one of them had recurrent symptoms within two years. The
recovery effect gained by IPD can vary from 6 months to several years [2] [26]. However, these implants may still be a good treatment option for elderly patients with low activity level and co-morbidities, where avoidance of general anaesthesia is recommended.

Based on the present experimental and clinical results future implants preferably should be constructed from appropriate materials that do not create wear and consequently minimize abrasions on the spinous processes. Preferably the implants should still be inserted under local anaesthesia, not losing its benefit compared to conventional laminectomy.

**Limitations**

A limitation of this study may be the short loading time with few cycles. We performed several pilot-tests both with low frequency of loading and, fewer shorter cycles. Moreover, it was decided to have a realistic amount of cycles and loading for an elderly adult population. Therefore 20,000 loading cycles were chosen based on the knowledge that this is approximately the number of steps walked in one week in the modern sedentary lifestyle. This is a very short time of loading, but to perform studies with longer duration is very time consuming and also difficult in a biomechanical testing condition. The set-up doesn’t withstand unlimited cycles. The plastic padding that holds the segments in the testing cups loosens. Therefore we decided to have fewer cycles with high loading. Perhaps in the future, clinical and or experimental studies with a lower frequency will be performed.

Another limitation is that this is an *ex-vivo* experimental study. Therefore the biomechanical porcine model that was used cannot respond to bony remodelling during constant loading, such as in an *in-vivo* situation. This may affect the results in the *in-vivo* situation.

The small number of clinical cases presented might be a limitation. However, the wear of the spinal processes on CT-scans can be easily found on all cases. Therefore we believe that this may be occurring in all patients’ that have undergone surgery with metal IPDs and may be one of the reasons for a recurrence of symptoms.

**5. Conclusion**

In conclusion, the Aperius IPD creates significant wear on the spinous processes in an experimental biomechanical study. Similar wear of the spinous processes is also present in patients treated with the same device post-operatively. How these findings influence the short and long term result of this implant device remains to be investigated in further biomechanical and clinical studies. For the future development of this type of device a proper selection of materials and design is essential to minimize the wear effect upon the spinous processes and thereby increases the possibility for the device to function as suggested.
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### Abbreviations

- **CT** = Computed Tomograms
- **FSU** = Functional Spinal Units
- **IPD** = Interspinous Process Devices
- **MRI** = Magnetic Resonance Images
- **NIC** = Neuropathic Intermittent Claudication
- **ROM** = Range of Motion
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